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Abstract

An efficient randomized online algorithm for the paging problem for cache size 2 is given, which is3
2-competitive against an

oblivious adversary. The algorithm keeps track of at most one page in slow memory at any time. A lower bound of37
24 ≈ 1.5416

is given for the competitiveness of anytracklessonline algorithm for the same problem, i.e., an algorithm that keeps track of no
page outside the cache. 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

No randomized online algorithm for the paging
problem can be less thanHk-competitive regardless
of the available resources, wherek is the number
of cache locations.2 Known Hk-competitive paging
algorithms, such as Partition and Equitable [1,3], keep
track of (i.e., mark) pages in slow memory. A mark
to a page in slow memory must be implemented by
some kind of identifier that permits an algorithm to
determine whether a page fault is to that particular
page. We refer to that identifier as abookmark.

Recently [2] the concept oftracklessnesswas in-
troduced for the server problem. This formalization of
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2Hk =

∑k
i=1 i

−1, thekth Harmonic number.

the concept is new, but many known algorithms, e.g.,
HARMONIC [7,9] and BALANCE_2 [8], are track-
less. Tracklessness is a property of an online algo-
rithm for the server problem which is a restriction on
what input data the algorithm uses in its computation,
and on what outputs the algorithm gives. Reducing
the paging problem to the server problem in a uni-
form space [5,10], the tracklessness restriction trans-
lates into the rule that no bookmarks are used. Among
known algorithms for the paging problem, LRU (least
recently used) is trackless. The best known general
trackless randomized algorithm for the paging prob-
lem is MARK, which is known to be(2Hk − 1)-com-
petitive [1,4].

In this paper we show that the use of bookmarks
is indeed necessary to achieve optimal randomized
competitiveness for the paging problem. We also show
that no trackless randomized algorithm for the paging
problem fork = 2 can be 1.54-competitive, regardless
of the availability of other resources. On the other
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hand, we present a randomized algorithm which uses
only one bookmark, and which achieves the optimal
competitiveness of 1.5.

2. Paging with one bookmark

In this section we describe a randomized online
algorithm A for the paging problem fork = 2,
which uses just one bookmark. AlgorithmA is barely
random [4], in fact it uses only one random bit
regardless of the length of the request sequence. We
define two deterministic algorithms,AA andAB . A
simply emulatesAA with probability 1

2 and emulates
AB with probability 1

2. AA andAB are quite similar,
in fact they behave exactly the same except in one
situation.

At the outset, our algorithm is strikingly similar to
a standard marking algorithm such as Equitable [1].
For k = 2, Equitable marks ejected pages as long
as unrecognized requests are made. The page to be
ejected from cache is determined by a probability
distribution dependent on the number of bookmarks.
Then, when a request is made to a bookmarked
page, the algorithm will erase all bookmarks. The
bookmarks can be erased because the algorithm can
assume that the optimal cache is equal to its own cache
once such a bookmarked page is requested. Fork > 2,
the algorithm is more complex, but regardless ofk,
Equitable consists of phases, where at the beginning
of each phase the algorithm assumes that its cache
matches the optimal cache.

Algorithm A uses a maximum of one bookmark
throughout. As an unrecognized page is requested,
such a page is bookmarked and the algorithm switches
from mode “satisfied” to “bookmarked”. Like Equi-
table,A becomes “satisfied” if there is a request to a
cache page or the bookmarked page.A differs from
Equitable in its behavior on a second consecutive un-
recognized request. Rather than using a second book-
mark, it instead moves into a third mode, which we
call “unsatisfied” and erases the bookmark. It is sur-
prising, yet it is the key for the motivation for our al-
gorithm, that if we let the algorithm return to the “sat-
isfied” mode on the very next request, the algorithm
does not lose competitiveness.

Table 1 describes the details of the algorithmA.
Note that we refer toAA andAB as the algorithm

resulting from the choice in step 1. As discussed, al-
gorithmA has threecomputational states, SATISFIED,
BOOKMARKED andUNSATISFIED. A page request can
be to a page that is unrecognized, or kept as a book-
mark, or currently in cache. We call the page in the
cache that was most recently requestedjunior, the
othersenior. Initially, one of the two pages in cache
is arbitrarily calledjunior. The bookmarked page is
referred to asbookand the current request is calledr.
We define thekenof an algorithm to be the set of those
pages that are either in the cache or bookmarked. We
say, that a page isunrecognizedif it is not in the ken.

Note that the cardinality of the ken of both algo-
rithmsAA andAB is 2 if the state isSATISFIED or
UNSATISFIED, and 3 if the state isBOOKMARKED. In
fact, although algorithmsAA andAB differ, they have
same ken and state at every iteration. More specifi-
cally, letKt

A, Kt
B to be the ken ofAA, AB , respec-

tively, at stept . Similarly, writeStA,S
t
B for the compu-

tational states ofAA andAB at stept .

Lemma 1. For any t , StA = StB and Kt
A = Kt

B .
Furthermore, if the state isBOOKMARKED, then the
page that is bookmarked byAA is in the cache ofAB ,
and the page that is bookmarked byAB is in the cache
ofAA.

Proof. We assume inductively that the statement of
the Lemma is true at the end of iterationt − 1, and
show that the statement is an invariant for iterationt ,
i.e., after execution of step 4. The statement for the
ken is trivial becauseAA andAB differ only whenr
is unrecognized and State= SATISFIED.

As for the statement about the computational states,
note that becauseKt−1

A =Kt−1
B , a requested pager is

unrecognized byAA if and only if it is unrecognized
byAB . In this case, an iteration of step 4 executes the
else-case for both algorithms and thereforeStA = StB .
On the other hand, ifr is recognized, then in cases
r = seniorandr = book the resulting state is always
SATISFIED. 2
Theorem 1. A is 3

2-competitive against an oblivious
adversary.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that

costA(x)+ costB(x)6 3costopt(x) (1)
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Table 1
The 1-bookmark algorithmA

1. Version isAA orAB with probability 1
2;

2. State= SATISFIED; book = EMPTY;
3. Read(r);
4. switch(r)

caser = junior /* request to junior cache page */

no action
caser = senior / * request to senior cache page */

book= EMPTY;
State= SATISFIED;

caser = book /* request to bookmarked page */

Ejectsenior; book= EMPTY;
State= SATISFIED;

else /* request is unrecognized */

if State= SATISFIED

Version= AA: book= junior; Eject junior;
Version= AB : book= senior; Ejectsenior;
State= BOOKMARKED

if State= BOOKMARKED

Ejectsenior; book= EMPTY;
State= UNSATISFIED;

if State= UNSATISFIED;
Ejectsenior; book= EMPTY;
State= SATISFIED;

5. goto 3;

if x is any request sequence. We may assume that the
adversary chooses each service in such a way that its
overall cost is optimal, i.e., the adversary will eject the
page that will be requested furthest in the future. Let
At be the contents of the adversary’s cache at time
t . Definecosttopt to be the optimal cost at stept , and
costtA and costtB the cost ofAA andAB at stept ,
respectively.

We define a potentialΦt at each timet > 0 as
follows:

Φt =



0 if St = SATISFIED andAt =Kt,

3 if St = SATISFIED andAt 6=Kt,

1 if St = BOOKMARKED andAt ⊆Kt,

4 if St = BOOKMARKED andAt 6⊆Kt,

2 if St = UNSATISFIED.

(2)

We claim that

Φt + costtA+costtB 6Φt−1+ 3costtopt (3)

for all t , which implies (1).

Our proof parallels the breakdown into cases in the
iteration(t−1) to t in Table 1. The first two cases deal
with the part of the iteration before the “else”, i.e.,r is
recognized asr = junior, or r = senior, or r = book.

Case1: We consider the situation thatr = junior or
r = senior, and State= SATISFIED or UNSATISFIED.
Note that if the state is eitherSATISFIED or
UNSATISFIED, then, by Lemma 1,AA andAB have
the same junior and senior pages. Further note that we
can immediately dispose of the case thatr = junior
as then there is no change in potential and all costs
are 0. Assuming nowr = seniorthe algorithm pays 0,
and the new state isSATISFIED. We consider two sub-
cases.

Case1.1: r ∈ At−1. The left side of (3) is 0, since
At =Kt =At−1.

Case1.2: r /∈ At−1. In this casecostopt= 1, which
implies that the right side of (3) is at least 3, while the
left side of (3) is at most 3.
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Case 2: We cover the remaining cases before
the else-case. As in case 1, we assumer 6= junior.
Therefore, these situations occur under the condition
that State= BOOKMARKED and r = senior or r =
book. Equivalently, this condition can be expressed
as: State= BOOKMARKED andr ∈Kt−1. By Lemma
1, r = senior for AA and r = book for AB , or vice
versa. Thus,costA+costB = 1, and the new state is
SATISFIED. We consider two subcases.

Case2.1:r ∈At−1.Φt = 0, sinceAt =Kt =At−1,
thus the left side of (3) is 1. The right side of (3) is at
least 1.

Case2.2: r /∈ At−1. In this casecostopt= 1, which
implies that the right side of (3) is at least 4. Since
Φt 6 3, the left side of (3) is at most 4.

The final three cases deal with situations wherer is
unrecognized in the iteration(t − 1) to t in Table 1.
For these cases we always havecostA+costB = 2.

Case3: r is unrecognized, State= SATISFIED.
Case3.1: r ∈ At−1. In this case,Φt−1 = 3 and

Φt = 1. Both sides of (3) are equal to 3.
Case3.2: r /∈ At−1. In this casecostopt = 1. The

optimal algorithm ejects one member ofAt−1 but not
the other.

Case3.2.1:Kt−1 = At−1. In this case,Φt−1 = 0.
Whichever page is ejected by the optimal algorithm is
either retained byAA and bookmarked byAB or vice
versa, thusAt ⊆Kt . Both sides of (3) are equal to 3.

Case3.2.2:Kt−1 6= At−1. We haveΦt−1 = 3. The
right side (3) is 6, while the left side is at most 6.

Case4: r is unrecognized, State= BOOKMARKED.
The new state isUNSATISFIED, thusΦt = 2. The left
side (3) is 4.

Case4.1: r ∈ At−1. ThenΦt−1 = 4, andcostopt=
0. Both sides of (3) are equal to 4.

Case4.2: r /∈ At−1. ThenΦt−1 6 1, andcostopt=
1. The right side of (3) is at least 4.

Case5: r is unrecognized, State= UNSATISFIED.
ThenΦt−1= 2.

Case5.1: r ∈ At−1. ThenΦt = 0, andcostopt= 0.
Both sides of (3) are equal to 2.

Case5.2: r /∈ At−1. ThenΦt 6 3, andcostopt= 1.
The right side (3) is 5, while the left side is at most 5.

This concludes the proof of (3), and therefore
Theorem 1. 2

3. Paging without bookmarks

We now show that one bookmark is crucial: any
randomized algorithm that does not use bookmarks
cannot achieve optimal competitiveness.

3.1. Preliminaries

As before, we refer to theoptimal cacheas the set
consisting of those two pages that would be in the
cache if the optimal offline strategy were followed.
We consider only request sequences consisting of lazy
and fresh requests and make the usual assumption
that no page is requested twice in a row. Offline
strategies using only lazy and fresh requests can be
fully described using symbolsa, b, s. The symbola
denotes, “Fresh request; eject the newer page”. The
symbol b denotes, “Fresh request; eject the senior
page”. The symbols denotes, “Hit” (always on the
senior page, as we assume that no page is requested
twice in a row). Conveniently, responses by a trackless
algorithm can be described using these symbols as
well, wherea means “Fault; eject the junior page” the
symbolb denotes, “Fault; eject the senior page”, and
the symbols denotes “Hit”.

For example, if the request sequence isasass,
the set of possible algorithm response sequences is
exactlyasass, asbab, asbbs, baaab, baabs, babab,
babbs, bbass, bbbab, bbbbs, where we assume that
the optimal and algorithm cache are matched at the
beginning and the end. (Without the assumption that
caches be matched at the end of the sequence there are
four more possible responses,asbaa, baaaa, babaa,
bbbaa.) To see this, refer to the parse diagram in
Fig. 1. The solid lines represent requests, and the
shaded lines refer to the responses an algorithm can
give. Nodes labeled 1 or 2 refer to situations where
the optimal and algorithm’s cache are matched or
unmatched, respectively. For the the request sequence

Fig. 1. The parse diagram.
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Table 2
Fundamental strategies

i xi ci costopt(xi) i xi ci costopt(xi )

1 assss 3/14 1 5 bssss 3/14 1

2 aasss 1/14 2 6 basss 1/14 2

3 asass 2/14 2 7 bsass 2/14 2

4 aasas 1/14 3 8 basas 1/14 3

asass, one starts parsing at the root node labeled 1
(of the left tree). If the algorithm responds witha,
one arrives at a leaf labeled 1 and the caches are
matched. Therefore, parsing continues at the root with
label 1. The next request iss, which can only haves
as a response which again leads to a leaf labeled 1.
Continuing once again at the root labeled 1 with
requesta, the response can be either bea or b. If it is
b, then one reaches a leaf labeled 2, thus the caches are
unmatched and parsing continues at the root labeled 2.
The final two requests are boths. If the first response
is b, then one is at a node labeled 1 and the response
for the finals request can only bes. We conclude that
the request sequenceasass can indeed haveasbbs as
a response, but not, say,asbba. Carefully parsing all
possibilities in the the parse diagram, one sees that
of the 35 possible strings of length 5, only the 14
strings mentioned above are feasible forasass. Note
that the request sequenceasass has cost 2, whereas
the feasible responses forasass range in cost from 2
to 5.

For a randomized algorithmA, let Ay denote the
conditional probability that algorithmA responds with
y, given thaty is a feasible response. If the algorithm
A isC competitive, then∑
y is feasible

for x

costA(y)Ay 6 C costopt(x) for all x. (4)

If there is a page fault for algorithmA, then it is legal
to respond with eithera or b, i.e.,

Aya +Ayb =Ay for all y. (5)

If there is a hit, then, the algorithm will respond with
s. A hit occurs if and only ify and ys are feasible
responses, thus,

Ays =Ay for all y. (6)

Finally,

Ay > 0 for all y with Aε = 1, (7)

whereε denotes the empty string.
We call conditions (7)fundamentalconstraints, con-

ditions (5) and (6)online constraints, and conditions
(4) competitiveconstraints.

3.2. A lower bound of37
24

We now prove that no trackless randomized algo-
rithm can have competitiveness less than37

24. To this
end we show that, for anyC < 37

24 and for any constant
K, and for any trackless randomized online algorithm
A, there exists a request sequence% for which

E costA(%) > K +C costopt(%).
3

To construct that randomized request sequence%

we consider the eight length-limited request sequences
S = x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x8 given in Table 2.

After any one of these eight length-limited request
sequences has been requested we assume that the
optimal and algorithm cache are matched. If that
were not the case, we could simply lengthen the
request sequence by appending sufficiently many lazy
requests, without extra cost to the optimal offline
strategy. With this stipulation,% is simply obtained by
starting with the empty stringε and then appending
repeatedly, for somei ∈ 1, . . . , n, xi ∈ S to % with
probabilityci .

Lemma 2. LetA be a randomized online algorithm
for the paging problem with cache size2. Then, for
any constantC < 37

24, and for any constantK, there

3 As usual,E denotes the expected value.
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exists a request sequence% such thatE costA(%) >
K +C costopt(%).

Proof. To prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that

8∑
i=1

ciE costA(xi)> 37
24

8∑
i=1

ci costopt(xi).

We first note that
8∑
i=1

ci costopt(xi)= 12
7 .

We now show
8∑
i=1

ciE costA(xi)> 37
14.

Since the algorithm and optimal cache are assumed to
be matched at the end of the length-limited request
sequence we may assume thatA will not give a as
a response at the last step. Since the fifth service is
not a, we conclude, by the online constraints, that
Ay =Ays =Ayb for anyy of length 4.

We now make use of a symmetry to further reduce
the complexity of the system. DefineA′, thereflection
of A, byA′az = Abz, A′bz = Aaz, andA′sz = Asz for
all z ∈ Γ ?. We say thatA is symmetricif A=A′, i.e.,
Aaz =Abz for anyz ∈ Γ ?. Without loss of generality,
A is symmetric, since

8∑
i=1

ciE costA(xi)=
8∑
i=1

ciE cost′A(xi),

and 1
2A+ 1

2A
′ is symmetric.

We now consider the online constraints associ-
ated with eachxi . Note that the possible response
sequences forx1, . . . , x8 were parsed out using the
process described in Section 3.1.

costA(x1)=Aassss + 5Abaaab + 4Abaabs
+ 3Ababss + 2Abbsss, (8)

costA(x2)= 2Aaasss + 5Aabaab + 4Aababs
+ 3Aabbss + 5Abaaab + 4Abaabs
+ 3Ababss + 5Abbaab + 4Abbabs
+ 3Abbbss, (9)

costA(x3)= 2Aasass + 4Aasbab + 3Aasbbs
+ 5Abaaab + 4Abaabs + 5Ababab

+ 4Ababbs + 3Abbass + 5Abbbab
+ 4Abbbbs, (10)

costA(x4)= 3Aaasas + 4Aaasbb + 5Aabaab
+ 5Aababb + 4Aabbas + 5Aabbbb
+ 5Abaaab + 5Abaabb + 4Ababas
+ 5Ababbb + 5Abbaab + 5Abbabb
+ 4Abbbas + 5Abbbbb, (11)

costA(x5)=Abssss + 5Aaaaab + 4Aaaabs
+ 3Aaabss + 2Aabsss, (12)

costA(x6)= 2Abasss + 5Abbaab + 4Abbabs
+ 3Abbbss + 5Aaaaab+ 4Aaaabs
+ 3Aaabss + 5Aabaab + 4Aababs
+ 3Aabbss, (13)

costA(x7)= 2Absass + 4Absbab + 3Absbbs
+ 5Aaaaab +A4baabs + 5Aaabab
+ 4Aaabbs + 3Aabass + 5Aabbab
+ 4Aabbbs, (14)

costA(x8)= 3Abasas + 4Abasbb + 5Abbaab
+ 5Abbabb + 4Abbbas + 5Abbbbb
+ 5Aaaaab + 5Aaaabb + 4Aaabas
+ 5Aaabbb + 5Aabaab + 5Aababb
+ 4Aabbas + 5Aabbbb. (15)

Consider now a weighted combination of the above
eight equations, using weights proportional to theci ,
to form a new equation which will yield the desired
bound. We add 3 times (8), (10), 2 times (9), (11), 3
times (12), (14), 2 times (13), and (15). We simplify
the result by replacingAbz byAaz for eachz of length
4, by replacingAyb andAys by Ay for eachy of
length 4, and then combining terms. We then reduce
the inequality by using the online constraints. As an
example, we haveAaass = Aaasa + Aaasb = Aaas .
Also, all values ofA are non-negative. Thus 4Aaass+
6Aaasa + 8Aaasb = 10Aaas + 2Aaasb > 10Aaas. By
the fundamental and online constraints,

Aa +Ab =Aε = 1.

We assumeA is symmetric, henceAa = 1
2. Alto-

gether, we have
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14
8∑
i=1

ciE costA(xi)

= 6Aasss + 8Aasas + 16Aasba + 12Aasbb
+4Aaass + 6Aaasa + 8Aaasb + 70Aaaaa
+58Aaaab+ 24Aaabs + 28Aaaba + 26Aaabb
+12Aabss + 12Aabas + 40Aabaa
+36Aabab+ 12Aabbs + 36Aabba + 36Aabbb
> 6Aass + 8Aasa + 12Aasb + 10Aaas + 58Aaaa
+50Aaab + 12Aabs + 48Aaba + 48Aabb
> 14Aas + 60Aaa + 60Aab
= 74Aa
= 37

which completes the proof.2
Lemma 2 implies our lower bound:

Theorem 2. 37
24 is a lower bound on the competitive-

ness of any trackless randomized online algorithm for
the paging problem fork = 2.

3.3. Additional computational results

Additional lower bounds were found by generat-
ing a linear program based on Eqs. (4)–(7) of Sec-
tion 3.1. We considered request sequences of lengthn.
To that end, in the online and fundamental constraints,
we replaced the “for ally” by “for all |y| 6 n”. For
the competitive constraints, “for allx” was replaced
by “for all |x| 6 n”, and the individual constraints
were generated using the parsing technique described
in of Section 3.1. The objective function “minC”,
was added. We then wrote a program that takes as in-
putn and generates the corresponding linear program.
Using sequences of greater length increases (exponen-
tially) the size of the linear program, as the number
of variables and constraints grows exponentially with
the allowed length of the adversary strategy. Using the
CPLEX software package at the Max-Planck-Institute
für Informatik, Saarbrücken, we were able to allow se-
quences of length up to 11, and ultimately obtained a
lower bound of approximately 1.5487358. Our com-
putational results are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3
Lower bound computational results

n Fraction Decimal approximation

3 3/2 1.5000000000

4 3/2 1.5000000000

5 37/24 1.5416666667

6 37/24 1.5416666667

7 303/196 1.5459183673

8 319/206 1.5485436893

9 319/206 1.5485436893

10 3723/2404 1.5486688852

11 8453/5458 1.5487358007

4. Notes and open questions

The minimum number of bookmarks needed for an
optimally competitive (i.e.,Hk-competitive) random-
ized online algorithm for the paging problem fork > 2
is unknown. It is bounded above byd5k2Hke [1]. We
conjecture that there is an optimally competitive al-
gorithm with its number of bookmarks bounded by
�(logk) and O(k). We also conjecture that fork = 3,
only one bookmark suffices.

The optimal competitiveness of any trackless ran-
domized algorithm for the paging problem for any
k > 2 is unknown, but is definitely greater than32
and less than 2 fork = 2. The best-known such al-
gorithm, MARK, is known not to be optimal, and for
k = 2, MARK is 2-competitive. However, a trackless
randomized algorithm for the same problem with com-
petitiveness less than 2 is known [6].
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